Minutes
Subject
Portsmouth & Chesapeake JLUS
Technical Committee Meeting
Kickoff

Meeting date
30 July 2018

Location
Hampton Roads Planning District
Commission
723 Woodlake Drive,
Chesapeake VA

Prepared
10 August 2018

Attendees
See Attached Sign In Sheets

On July 30, 2018, a kick-off meeting was held with the Technical Committee members to officially begin the Chesapeake
and Portsmouth Joint Land Use Study (JLUS) planning process. The purpose of the meeting was two-fold: first, the team
provided an overview of the proposed work plan and schedule to committee members and engaged the committee
members about their desired outcomes for the process, and second, the planning team discussed several additional
services that are being considered in support of the JLUS.
AECOM provided a presentation that reviewed the consultant team organization, scope of work, and schedule. Discussion
focused on the following topics:
•

Desired Outcomes

•

Potential Challenges

•

Additional Services

A copy of the meeting sign-in sheet and presentation is attached to these meeting minutes. These meeting minutes are
provided as a summary of the meeting discussions and are organized by topic.
Communication Protocols / Outreach
• Ben McFarlane of HRPDC will serve as the primary point of contact (POC) for the media. He will also send official
emails to the Committee.
•

Andrea Sweigart, AECOM, will serve as the primary POC for the consultant team. Stephanie Mertig will serve as a
secondary POC.

•

Delceno Miles, from The Miles Agency, will be spearheading the development of the JLUS public
outreach/engagement strategy. She will also be coordinating with Kendall, from HRPDC Public Relations and
locality POCs.

•

Locality points of contact are Brian Swets, Portsmouth, and John Harbin, Chesapeake. When sending information,
the committee members requested that the PDC also copy all members of the Technical Committee.

•

The HRPDC is coordinating the membership of the Technical and Policy committees and a final membership list is
expected soon. The meetings are officially open to the public and all applicable rules will be followed related to
public meetings.

Public Engagement Strategy
•

The Public Engagement Strategy includes the creation of a project website, stakeholder interviews, and three
public meetings. There are 20 stakeholder interviews included in the current scope of services; each one can have
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multiple attendees. Stakeholders may include non-profit organizations, economic development, neighborhood
groups, military installations, etc. The number of stakeholder interviews may need to be increased to
accommodate the number of sites, geographies, and land uses involved in the study. Ben McFarlane stressed the
importance of the committee in defining who to include as stakeholders, and also the need to be strategic and
efficient in setting up the interviews.
•

Public meetings should focus on collecting feedback rather than just providing updates.

Data Collection and Points of Information
• GIS Data: A draft Data Request List is being developed and will be distributed to the committee this week. The
team needs to identify points of contact for collecting available information. *Data request list was issued by the
HRPDC to the Technical Committee on 8/3/18.
•

Sea Level Rise/Flooding: The definition of Sea-Level Rise does not need to be the same as was used for the
Norfolk-Virginia Beach JLUS, which used 0’, 1.5’ and 3.0’ SLR with no storm surge. This will be a Technical
Committee decision determined during the planning process.
─ A focus for this study should be on rainfall conditions / existing flood situations. There are areas already routinely impacted
by typical rainfall events that will only worsen with Sea-Level Rise. (There was no additional storm modeling as part of the
Norfolk –Virginia Beach JLUS; the team used reports of frequently flooded locations documented in a GIS layer to identify
rainfall-related impacts.)
─ Portsmouth has done a lot of work on this topic in the current Comprehensive Plan. In Portsmouth, the installation of tide
gates has had a significant impact on the stormwater system, however a more thorough evaluation of the effectiveness of
the tide gates was suggested. Stormwater is unable to exit the conveyance system and backs up, causing local flooding in
the streets.

•

Transportation/Infrastructure:
─ Parking is a primary concern for Portsmouth. (see discussion on additional services)
─ Rail was identified as a primary concern for the analysis.
─ The South Norfolk Jordan Bridge is a critical component in the regional transportation network. Need to ensure critical
corridors reflect localized conditions (not just regional corridors).
─ The partners want to understand utility capacity issues.
─ Regional fiber optics may need to be incorporated into the analysis (building off of Trans-Atlantic fiber optic extension). IT
folks may need to be included as part of stakeholder process.
─ A major change to the Defense Access Roads Program for FY19 (proposed) would include flooding as a factor for eligibility
for funding of roadway improvements (which goes beyond standard factors of capacity/congestion).
─ The current version of the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) includes a Defense Community Investment program
that would allow military construction (MILCON) dollars to be spent to improve community infrastructure outside of an
installation property whereby the improvement would have a direct impact to the installation (parking, streets, stormwater,
flooding).
─ Depending on the issue, some analysis factors will need to be addressed regionally (i.e. transportation network).

•

Land Use Compatibility:
─ One of the early goals will be to define the “mission operating area” where impacts are spilling into the community and/or
impacts from the community are affecting the military sites. It will be important to understand growth and development
plans for the military sites that could influence outside the fence conditions. For example more development inside the
fenceline could create additional parking pressure in the neighborhoods.
─ There is an ongoing discussion with the Shipyard regarding the possibility of siting a parking garage outside of the
installation boundary.
─ An outcome should define desired land uses outside the installation.
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•

Critical Assets: These assets will be defined by the committee. The team will use digital elevation models to
determine which facilities are vulnerable and at what point they become impacted by flooding or sea level rise
conditions.

Desired Outcomes of the JLUS
Committee members were asked to identify desired outcomes for the JLUS.
• More dialogue and understanding of resilience through the lens of the Navy.
•

Better coordination with partners; re-establish a structured line of communication with the Navy.

•

Potential opportunity to influence the regional transportation modeling process to place increased emphasis on
factors like access, in addition to congestion. Transportation funding currently places weight on road congestion,
not access. There is a need to change the dialogue so that local projects can score based on other critical factors,
which are important to the long-term well-being of the Navy’s installations. This will require a strong
infrastructure strategy.

•

Potential redevelopment options for St. Julien’s Creek Annex.

•

Recognition that there is not time to solve everything, and not everything has an answer. Sometimes, a “TBD”
solution is okay.

•

Opportunity to work together and complement planning visions.

•

Understanding the critical infrastructure needs of the military that are outside the fenceline.

Potential Challenges
• Major roadwork on the High-Rise Bridge (I-64 in Chesapeake), the Hampton Roads Bridge Tunnel (HRBT), and
other parts of the I-64 corridor could be conflated with the JLUS. Traffic will disburse to avoid construction areas,
and the resulting impacts and delays could be unfortunate. In addition, upcoming construction of the Deep Creek
Bridge (US-17, Chesapeake) may overlap with the High-Rise Bridge work, exacerbating the traffic impact. It is
important that VDOT is engaged in the JLUS process.
•

Installations require some very long-term solutions, but the community wants to know solutions now. The JLUS
needs to acknowledge short-term issues, and provide some actionable strategies that the Navy and community
can implement in the short-term.

•

Community engagement could be a challenge because there are few organized civic leagues in the surrounding
neighborhoods. The City of Portsmouth has a good working relationship with the Miles Agency and has cultivated
a relationship with community spokespeople. It could be helpful to remind about the purpose of the JLUS and
explain that this study is partly an implementation of the City of Portsmouth’s Comprehensive Plan.

Status of Existing Projects or Studies Relevant to JLUS
• VIMS has developed hydrodynamic flood models using LIDAR and historic storms to inform SLR and storm surge
modeling.
•

The City of Chesapeake will take over providing potable water to St. Julien’s Creek Annex in the next year. Initial
installation will include two water meters to the Annex, and the City is looking to expand from there, possibly to
the Deep Water Terminals.

•

The City of Chesapeake has been working to get a river crossing of the Elizabeth River to connect South Norfolk
(Chesapeake) to the Deep Water Terminals.

•

The Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization (HRTPO) is working on a regional connectors study. The
HRPDC will provide access to this study information so information can be incorporated into the JLUS, as
applicable.

•

Future alignments to Craney Island need to be considered along with future expansion plans for the Port of
Virginia. The Port is a stakeholder in the JLUS process.
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Additional Services
The HRPDC is considering several additional services as part of the JLUS contract, including expanded outreach, a parking
study, incorporating flooding scenarios into the regional travel demand model, and stormwater modeling. A brief
discussion was held about each topic in an effort to refine assumptions so that the consultant team can prepare scopes of
work and associated budgets for the services.
•

Outreach: Getting into the community will be important in order to engage the residents. Additional effort should
focus on listening versus informing. Potential audiences include residences and neighborhoods along the critical
transportation corridors, neighborhoods adjacent to the fenceline, civic leagues, businesses, and/or churches. The
additional services could include more stakeholder interviews or a set number of neighborhood focus group meetings
that occur both in Phase 1 (project overview) and Phase 4 (to review strategies).

•

Parking Demand Analysis: This additional service would include more analysis about parking supply, demand, and
behaviour focused mostly around the Shipyard. Concern exists that future on-base growth may further displace
existing parking on base which could lead to more issues in the community. The Navy can provide site plans for
current construction and the installation master plan can be evaluated for future anticipated projects. NNSY’s Doug
Taylor may be able to provide parking complaint information and could also potentially provide growth projections. A
better understanding of existing available data is needed both on and off-base (on and off street parking supply and
demand, policies affecting parking, etc.). This task may require validation of traffic data, additional gate counts,
analysis of proximity issues, evaluation of policy or proposed infrastructure solutions that would be rolled into overall
JLUS strategies.

•

Travel Demand Modeling: This additional service would integrate sea level rise/flooding scenarios (that consider
rainfall) into the regional travel demand model. Modeling can use real data to evaluate the impact to critical routes,
the burden due to sea-level rise or flooding, or impact from latent demand. This effort would need to ensure that the
corridors in the regional model reflect those identified as critical in the JLUS, and, if there are any gaps, necessary
steps are included to add in those additional corridors. This service would provide value through identifying where
people travel from on a regional basis, and help the cities understand which roads are used disproportionately by the
installation.

•

Stormwater Modeling: The addition of stormwater modeling would allow the communities to quantify rainfall and
flooding based on a number of factors, including inlet capacity, pipe size, and tail water. Precipitation has a large
influence on this area, so the additional modeling needs to evaluate rainfall, not just sea-level rise. The model can
identify under what circumstances flooding occurs, which can be used to predict impacts of storm/flooding on traffic
and congestion. Data from new tide gauges can be provided, as can the Chesapeake Master Drainage Plan. To scope
this task, the number and location of subject watersheds need to be identified, along with a number and range of
scenarios to be evaluated. The City of Portsmouth does not track rainfall complaints; the City of Chesapeake does
have some complaint data.

Next Steps
Task

Lead

Status

Develop data request list and issue to JLUS partners

AECOM

Issued on 8/3/18

Develop and issue SOW for additional services

AECOM

8/24/18

Provide input on stakeholders to HRPDC

Localities and Navy

Due 8/10/18

Develop consolidated stakeholder list and identify target dates
for interviews

AECOM/HRPDC

Target late September for
interviews

Identify target dates for first public meeting

HRPDC

November
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Hampton Roads Region ‒
Portsmouth and Chesapeake
Joint Land Use Study (JLUS)
Project Kickoff Meeting

July 30, 2018

Welcome + Introductions
Work Plan + Schedule

agenda

Desired Outcomes
Updates on Local Initiatives
Additional Tasks
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Team Organization
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Work Plan
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Project Kickoff Meeting
Public Engagement Strategy
Document

Phase 1
Preparation

–Launch website
–Contact List
–Stakeholder Identification
–Meetings
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Public Engagement and Outreach – Current Work Plan
– Public Engagement Plan (documents intent)
– Design, host and manage project website
– 20 stakeholder interviews
–3 public meetings (press releases, media coordination)
• Fact Sheets (3 coordinated with public meetings)
• Community and media relations kit

–7 Technical Committee meetings
–5 Policy Committee meetings
–Final JLUS Briefing (combined)
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Data Collection
Stakeholder Interviews (20)

Phase 2
Information
Gathering

Summary of Issues + Opportunities
Public Meeting #1
Joint Technical/Policy Committee
Meeting
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Flooding + SLR Assessment
Transportation + Infrastructure
Assessment

Phase 3
Analysis

Land Use + Military Operations
Compatibility Assessment
Critical Assets Vulnerability Assessment
Development and Floodplain Code
Assessment
Phase 3 Summary Report
Technical Committee Meetings (3)
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Flooding and Sea Level Rise Assessment – Current Work
Plan
–Evaluate dataset(s) and define baseline SLR metric
–Define adjusted future inundation area using Digital Elevation Model,
tidal elevations (i.e. Mean Higher High Water), and SLR projections
–Integrate tidal flooding and storm surge values into analysis
–Spatially portray using GIS and mapping
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Transportation + Infrastructure Analysis – Current Work
Plan
–Data collection
–Verify strategic transportation corridors
– Conduct site visits / field review to document current operations and
conditions of key corridors
–Develop existing conditions GIS layer (including constraints)
–Develop future conditions GIS layer (planned projects)
–Identify utility capacity issues affecting the Navy sites
–Develop existing conditions utility layer
–No detailed traffic data collection counts
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Land Use + Military Operations Compatibility Assessment
– Current Work Plan
– Review land use, zoning, policies and Navy documents to understand
future growth and redevelopment plans
–Review demographic data and trends
–Define Military Operating Area (areas impacted by operations)
–Define Compatibility Challenge Areas

Critical Assets Vulnerability Assessment
–Define list of community assets for analysis (what is critical?)
–Determine how facilities are affected by SLR scenarios
• Relies on location and Digital Elevation Model (not first floor elevation data)

– Formulate matrix and maps depicting vulnerabilities
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Strategy Development
Evaluation Criteria

Phase 4
Recommendations
+ Strategies

Draft Implementation Strategy
Technical/Policy Committee
Workshop (1/2 day)
Public Meeting #2
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Prepare Draft JLUS Plan + Present
to Committees
Public Meeting #3

Phase 5
Plan Completion
+ Adoption
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Prepare Final JLUS Plan + Conduct
Briefings

Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Notional Schedule
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Desired Outcomes
–What is the most important outcome for the JLUS?
–What challenges should we anticipate?
–What messages will resonate?
–What are the most important inputs?
Update on Local Initiatives
–Discussion
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Neighborhood-level Outreach
Parking Demand Analysis

Additional
Tasks for
Discussion
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SLR + TDM Integration
Storm Water Modeling

Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Neighborhood - level Outreach – Additional Services
Desired Outcomes
– Expand outreach to community
groups and organizations
– Listen and gain wider
understanding of issues
– Validate the public concerns
through discussions

Key Scoping Considerations
–Level of presentation technicality
–Leverage space on existing
agendas or stand-alone public
meetings?
–Number or frequency of meetings?
• One or multiple phases

Required Tasks
–Schedule and coordinate
–Prepare presentation materials +
achieve approval
–Attend meeting
–Document input
17

–Clustering of meetings
• Back to back or separate

–Media relations

Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Parking Demand Analysis – Additional Services
Desired Outcomes
–Identify and validate existing
parking issues with traffic data
–Provide potential infrastructure and
policy recommendations
Required Tasks
–Interview Navy, City and adjacent
residents
–Define parking concern influence
area
–Inventory existing parking lots and
calculate existing parking demand
–Forecast future parking demands
–Identify potential parking space
surplus or shortage
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Key Scoping Considerations
–Available city, Navy, hospital
parking data
•
•
•
•

Gate/intersection counts?
Origin/destination (zip code) data
On street spaces?
Structured parking?

–Time of use considerations?
–Utilize Urban Land Institute SPG
methodologies to calculate demand
–Hot spot (safety, speed, illegal
parking) dot maps

Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Travel Demand Modeling – Additional Services
Desired Outcomes

Key Scoping Considerations

–Identify potential impacts to the regional
traffic network under SLR scenarios

– Role of HRTPO

–Quantify the cumulative impacts to
Naval sites/commuters within
Portsmouth and Chesapeake

– # number of critical corridors where
model output data will be
synthesized

Required Tasks

– # of number of new TAZs to be
added to the model

–Identify critical corridors (Phase 3)
–Modify Traffic Analysis Zone structures
within the study area Navy installations

– # of metrics (time, speed, and
volume are linearly related)

–Synthesize travel time, speed, daily
volume, and/or capacity travel demand
model outputs

– No calibration of the existing model
(i.e. no post-processing)

–Summarize model results and critical
corridors/routes susceptible to direct
and indirect sea level rise impacts

– Desire for analysis of
Norfolk/Virginia Beach corridors
(potential SLR variation)
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Storm Water Modeling (SWM) – Additional Services
Desired Outcomes

Key Scoping Considerations

– Quantify areas of flood concern
from rain events

–Quantity-focused (versus water quality)

– Integrate SWM with SLR analysis

–Scale (one watershed or multiple? Include
stormwater systems on installation as
well?)
–Need for regional consistency in flood
scenario development?

Required Tasks
–Analyze effects of flooding on
future land use under existing
drainage and stormwater
management system
–Develop SWMM model for
defined watershed(s) (and Navy
areas, if included)

–Confidence in provided stormwater
system attribute data
–River water level for analysis (tide, SLR,
storm surge)
–Rainfall level
• Hydrologic scenarios to be analyzed

–Limits on pipe sizes to include/exclude?
–Need to simulate impacts/benefits of
projects in the SWM?
–Role of Arcadis and SLR analysis
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Portsmouth and Chesapeake JLUS

Next Steps
–Develop additional services work
plan and budget for HRPDC

–Issue to HRPDC by 8/10

–JLUS Data Request List
• Identify data POC’s today

–Issue to HRPDC by 8/1

–Identify stakeholders (20)

–List to HRPDC by 8/10

–Schedule interviews

–Hold in late September

–Identify public meeting date

–Late November

